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Programme
Notes

Tonight we present a programme of both film

and classical music that has been used in

cinema. When choosing this programme I
found it such a difficult task, with there being

so much great music from across many film

genres, but I do hope our whistle-stop tour

will feature some of your favourite film scores

along the way!

We start our concert with the iconic 20th

Century Fox Fanfare, originally composed in

1933 by Alfred Newman, which has

remained ever present across the decades,

and has been the opening theme for

hundreds of famous films.

It would have been impossible to not include

some Mozart in a film programme. His music

has been used extensively across many films

from 'Batman' through to Amadeus', a film

based on the life of the composer. The

Overture to the Marriage of Figaro,

composed 'last' as was Mozart's habit, is not

the customary sinfonia with several sections,

but a single movement Presto in D major.

It makes use of the full forces of the orchestra

assembled for the opera to come, and at the

beginning, quiet strings and bassoons used to

create an atmosphere of suppressed

excitement before the full orchestra ioins in

the festivities!

Another name which could not have been

missed in a film music concert is the

composer, John Williams. Arguably the

greatest composer in film music history, he

has composed many popular and notable film

scores spanning six decades.

The haunting melody used in the theme to

Schindler's List is a prime example of his

work. It was originaliy written for the 1993

film and recorded by the violinist,Itzhak

Perlman.

John Barry is a composer I feel very

passionately about, and a name that deserves

to be a more household one. Originally born

in York, before he found success as an

arranger and composer he worked as a

trumpeter in his own band, the John Barry

Seven.

He wrote extensively for the screen and is

particularly well remembered for his James

Bond scores and two others that we will hear

tonight, Out of Africa and the John Dunbar

theme from Dances with Wolves. He died in

2011., aged77.
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The concert concludes with a performance

of music from The Lord of the Rings films

composed by the Canadian composer,

Howard Shore. He was awarded two

academy awards for the music for these films

and this medley includes all the hits from

across the story, from the land of Hobbits to

the dark world of Sauron and Mordor.

I hope you enjoy this collection of music as

much as we have enjoyed playing it!

Chris Parsons

Musical Director
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PROGRAMME

20th Century Fox Fanfare - Newman

Overture to the Marriage of Figaro - Mozart

Harry Potter Symphonic Suite - Williams

Schindlers List - Williams

Out Of Africa* - Barry

007 - Norman/Conti/McCartney lBarry
INTERVAL

The Big Country - Moross

Allegretto from No 7 Symphony - Beethoven

John Dunbar Theme* - Barry

Lord of the Rings Symphonic Suite - Shore

*kindly arranged by David Sims
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We hope that you enjoy the evening with us.

At previous summer concerts we have made

a collection for various charities.

If you would like to make a donation, this

year, once again we will support Jessie's

Fund, who sadly lost their Patron Victoria

Wood in April this year.

Jessie's Fund is a UK charity helping

children with additional and complex needs

to communicate and express themselves

through the use of music.

They work with children in hospices, special

schools and in other settings nationwide,

giving them access to music-making and to
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1st Violin
Mimi Moll - leader

Nic Bouskill

Kathryn Parker

Patricia Mason

Martin Roberts

Karen Jopling

Polly Taylor

Sue Coales

Sue Drake

Sylvie Ewing

Maria Carpenter

Crystal Vog-Ortiz
Elizabeth Toplis

Nicola Butler

Josephine Weaver*

2nd Violin
Rachael Carter

Rodney Howard

Anne Oliver

Debbie Spencer

Elizabeth Blasby

Mary Ashcroft

Carole Andrews

Georgia Pike

Sue Willcox

Sue Barker

Ray Burn

Cliff Gutteridge

Venkat Gudi*

Tom Simpson

Victoria Batty

Orchestra
The Musicians

Viola

Kate Mason

Steve Lovell

Veronica Kirton

Tori White

Avery Fraser

Cello

Sally Williams

Valda Hasted

Joan Puckey

Sandra Woollard

Henry Gold

Colin Paton

Chris Thomson

Adam Newman

Nicola Macrae

Double Bass

Camilla Collins*

Alex Knock*

Emmerson Dutton

Jonathan Nicholson*

Nathan Coleman**

Flute

Stephen Oliver

Joy Rham

Rachel Pointer

Sue Sandle

Edda Broadhurst

Oboe

Debbie Farrell

Sally Haslewood

Clarinet

Jane Roberts

Tania Nolan

Nic Wright

Mary Brookes

Bassoon

Hilary Spivey

Joanne Etherton

Horn

Rob Spivey

Sara Rae

Lindsay Sampford

Tim Hart**

Trumpet

David Ellis

Keith Blasby

Trombone

Libby Ranzetta*

Percussion

Bob Settle

Abi Iron*

Sue Reynard**

Melanie Settle**

Honorary members

Mike Baynes

Otto Schreier

Olive Endersbee

Lawford Smith

* Unable to attend
** Guest musician


